.
From language to action. The performative speech acts
Although there are concerns and reflections on language as a means of determining action long before the appearance of a unified theory, the Theory of Speech Acts founded by John Langshaw Austin is the first free-standing theory that captures the actional dimension of language, and thus occupying a central place in the pragmatics of communication. The research of Austin, continued by his disciple John Searle (and other pragmaticiens) bring forward the hypothesis of language functioning as a set of speech acts, the "speech acts" being considered the fundamental elements of speech that must be understood within the speech communities to which they belong. Both Austin and Searle point out that language has not only the function of saying, but also that of producing change. Their work deals in principle with the performative verbs that have as a characteristic feature the aspect that they perform an action by their mere uttering (naming, ordering, promising, instituting). Austin [8] For Grice, social communication, beyond the actual transmission of meaning is a tacit recognition of intentions, performative action becomming possible when a communicator recognizes the intentions behind the act. Grice distinguishes between indicative statements (E wants R to believe something) and the imperative statements (E wants R to do something) that meet under the concept of propositional attitude (I think p, I believe p, I want that p) Forming of propositional attitudes by indicative utterances means E's intention that R understands that he believes something, and its formation through imperative statements means that E wants to determine R to do something. Strawson and Schiffer distinguish three subintentions: 1. As T's statement X to produce a response R from the audience A 2. As A to recognize T's intention 3. As the recognition of T's intention to be at least a part of the reason why A produces the answer [8] The institutional context, position, status, degree of authority must be appropriate to this type of act of communication. In any case, a performative utterance has no reality unless it is an authenticated act.
Conventions of performativity
The performativity theory requires a social framework, involves communication rules, even institutions (an institutional framework is often required) and the concept of communication contract. Performativity may involve legal acts (laws, ordinances, resolutions, regulations) and is characterized by a genuine power over the real, even that of creating the real, being the force behind social development and change. They can express / perform an engagement, an intent, a promise, a decision, an interdiction, etc. Some explicit performative expressions have both performative and illocutionary descriptive content, others (such as "thank you" excuse me) lack descriptive content and appear in pure form. Austin defines a number of other acts, the "perlocutionary acts" speech acts characterized by the certainty that the speaker has accomplished the targeted action. He argues that all statements are dependent of the illocutionary acts, more, he notes the continuous presence of a illocutionary side in any speech act, given the many forms that illocution is met (I foresee that you will be elected, I sustain that you will be promoted). The performativity theory insists upon the importance of the social convention as the background of all successful speech acts. Conventions violation make impossible the fulfillment of the illocutionary acts, leading to communication dysfunctions.
Jean Lohisse, developing on the ideas of Austin, states that the success of the performative speech acts depends on three categories of conditions: 1. linguistic (certain formulas are preferable to others 2. sociologic ( the speaker must have a certain authority or status) 3. psychological (a inner disposition for the engagement) [9] A performative message is well formulated if it will arouse the motivation necessary to perform the action. The specialist in Public Relations knows how to formulate such messages that can induce feelings of compassion or indignation and mobilize the masses to take action. 
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Further developments
The performativity theory of Austin and Searle that discusses the concepts of ilocutory and perlocutory speech acts represent a turning point in language theory, envisaging the connection between language and reality and showing the instances where language and reality actually collapse into "deed". The theory, together with Max Weber's concept of social action and other constructivist sociology considerationsare the basis of Habermas's theory of communicative action. Performative acts and communicative action play an important role in building a common world by targeting a variety of actions, strategies, practices and institutional aims. The communicative action model of Habermas, (identified with the ilocutory acts) is defined as a non-teleological search of a common definition of the circumstances, a rational agreement regarding the meaning and the strategic action model (identified with the perlocutory acts) is seen as a teleological, interest oriented model, representing social actions.Knowing the force that language has over the real, its power to produce social change, we must not ignorethe fact that controlling this force could have a benefic role in social development, by creating and directing certain social flows in the direction of positive, humanitarian causes.
